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PRESIDENT'S UPDATE

In 1998, the EASNA Boartl of Directors
achieved a wealth of new innovations:
♦ Board Restructuring
♦ Updated By-laws
♦ Revised Standards
♦ Presidents Advisory Council
♦ Computerized Standards
♦ Membership Directory
♦ Organizational Membership

Since the Toronto Institute `98, the Board of
Directors has consolidated those 1998
innovations and sharpened the effectiveness of
procedures. The Toronto Institute '98 under
Gwyn Jones' chairmanship boosted the
financial coffers to a comfortable new level.
Kelly Dickenson chaired the Boston Institute'99
continuing this positive trend in a most exciting
conference.

SEA Director Planning Donna Scotten led the
Board in firming up short term objectives during
our January meeting, and facilitated cohesion
between the SEA Directors.

SEA Director Quality Alicia Nativitlad has
scrutinized and brought the EASNA Ethics
Statement to the Board with the inclusion of
organizational ethics. The ChairofAccreditation
Barbara Marsden achieved many successes in
accreditation and re-accreditation.

SEA Director Professional Development Linda
Stoer-Scaggs took the challenge along with the
Institute Chair to produce an exciting and well-
attended Boston Institute this April.

SEA Director Ed Baranowski has faced the
challenge of saying good-bye to five valued

Continued on page 3

INSTITUTE HIGHLIGHTS

With just over 100 participants, EASNA
celebrated a stimulating Institute in Boston
April 23`~ and 24'". The opportunity to actually
exchange ideas with all the senior employee
assistance professionals from across Canada
and the United States was unparalleled.

A Pre-Institute Workshop was initiated this
year, with twenty-eight participants under the
sparkling leadership of Marion Balla. 'Being
Proactive in the Challenging Workplace'
brought laughter and teaming with positive
comments from all those who attended.
Check out the excitement of our two key-note
speakers, Dale Masi and Marion Balla,
captured by Diane Carroll in her article.

Keynote speaker Dale Masi looks ahead fo
how changes in demographics are going to
present opportunities for Employee

Assistance Programs in the next millenium.

Jim Oher, Marion Balla, and Lloyd Baird
focused on leadership development. Jonathon
Benton, in `The Business of EAP', stressed that
the public interprets EAP as counseling, and
perhaps we should be calling our extended
services something else. 'Mediation' (Cheryl
Riley) and 'Beyond Organizational Change'
(Jacquie Nermanllrene Loewen) were presented in
a half-day format, with interaction and self-
development.'EthicalDilemmas' (Don Pare, Alicia
Natividad, Henri Menco) emphasized the
importance of informed consent, and stressed that
in cases where the duty of confidentiality is
breached, the reason must be sufficiently
compelling to hold up in court. Dan Rosin, Ian
Pike, Vlodko Barchuk Gerald Lewis, Charlie
Williams and Eddie Haaz stimulated positive
discussion. Lots of new ideas!

A free public seminar, 'An Approach to Address
Workplace Stress Management' (Donna Scotten),
advertised in the Boston papers as a
benefit of the EASNA Foundation, gave a dynamic
model to use within organizations.

Socially, we greeted old and new friends at the
Presidents Reception on Thursday night. Our
Institute Chair, Kelly Dickenson facilitated as
cruise director for our dinner-dancing party cruise
of the Boston Harbour Friday evening, and Charlie
Williams entertained back in the bar at the hotel
during the wee hours. Networking was rampant
during coffee breaks, and tables of ten during the
EASNA luncheon connected those who may not
have connected earlier.

You do not want to miss the 11`h Annual Institute
to be held in Vancouver, British Columbia during
the latter part of April, 2000!!!
Marilyn



TRANS'-CENTURY CHALLENGE'
Repositioning EAP for the New Millennium

Even Boston's famous Filene's Basement
couldn't keep participants from gathering for our
two keynote speakers, Dale Masi and Marion
Balla. In their very different but equally
distinctive styles, these two women leaders
showed us they are indeed positioned for the
new millennium. Dale Masi, professor,
consultant and EAP pioneer highlighted
demographic changes and trends that are
opportunities for EAPs. Changing
demographics -aging populations, smaller
families, more mothers in the workplace and the
shrinking labor pool have increased the
importance of Human Resource (HR) initiatives
to recruit and retain employees. Companies
and EAPs will require innovative strategies to
address these issues in the 21 st century. EAPs
have the potential to increase their role as
consultants to HR for benefits and services to
employees and their families. Dale shared her
ideas about the impact of globalization,
technology, professionalism and quality
assurance on the future of EAPs.

Dale made several specific comments and
recommendations. The rapid growth of EAPs
around the world requires EAP employees with
proficiency in language and culture. The use of
telephone, on-line and video counseling have
not been adequately addressed by the EA
profession. In the area of development of the
profession, the move for state licensure will be
contentious. We are under-utilizing continuing
education as a way to promote EAPs and
educate other professional groups about us.
Accreditation of EA programs is "cutting edge"
and an indication of quality assurance that will
continue to be valuable. More needs to be done
in the areas of improving customer satisfaction
measurement and cost benefit analysis. In the
future, the challenge for large managed mental
health EAPs will be to deliver these necessary
HR services with affiliate providers. The
challenge for HR model EAPs will be to
provide and evaluate quality add-ons to the
basic EAP package.

Marion Balla, educator, businesswoman and
psychotherapist provided the perfect
compliment to Dale in her Saturday keynote.
Marion's review of the trends lead her to
propose that the future is about education in a
knowledge based economy. "We are going to
be so needed in the future!" she declared.

Marion was able to list many characteristics of
the "Workplace of Tomorrow—The Network
Society". In this workplace, worker
competencies will include communication,
conflict management and team building
because of the need to do short term group
assignments in fast paced, changing
environments. EAPs will be called on to
evaluate these and other competencies as well
as teach these skills. This of course, is what
we can do as EAPs. The future for EAPs will
be meaningful and exciting as we market
ourselves as an essential service, not just a
benefit. EAPs who focus on transitions in the
lives of employees—such as childbirth, job
change, retirement—will be valued as essential
support services to future workers.

Leaders, not managers have the vision of this
future workplace. Marion invited us to
remember back when we were leaders in
childhood. These same characteristics—
enthusiasm, risk taking, belief in the goal and

Marion Balla pointed out the need for
Employee Assistance Programs in the
knowledge-based economy of the next
millenium.

involvement of others are exactly what we
need to remember and develop to be leaders
today. Marion closed with the five
characteristics of leaders. They challenge the
status quo, create vision, model the way,
enable others to join them and they move from
the heart. With this map of what has to be
done, and how we as EAP leaders can do it,
we left inspired to do the job.

Dianne S. Carroll

Executive Development

Dr Lloyd Baird from Boston University shared his
expertise in Executive Development. When asked
why executives would want to have a "Personal
Coach" he reminded us that people are motivated
by fear and aspiration. Today's business world
requires the executives who made it to the top
based on technical and analytical skills to obtain
skills which attract, motivate, and retain
employees. Today's executives need 1) to

communicate with their employees, 2) build
cooperative teams, 3) resolve differences, and 4)
get commitment to their vision for the company.
Will executives without these capabilities survive?
Hence, their desire for a teacher who can help
them observe the impact of their own actions and
thoughts.

To become an effective leader, executives need to
see the world from the employees' perspective. It
is essential to understand the needs of the various
functions of the business; those of operations will
be different from those of marketing, from those of
the finance function. Executives also need to
teach their employees. Lloyd stressed that a
subject or new behavior is learned best by having
to teach it to others. The teacher learns more
than the student.

To coach, EA professionals need to learn and
understand the practices of business. An MBA
may not be required, but short courses such as
reading and understanding balance sheets and
annual financial reports give credibility. Lloyd
recommends a useful resource on the Internet
regarding Executive Development by Jim Bolt in
Colorado.

Vena Darling, Bermuda



PresidenPs Update from page 1

Board members this year: Don Pare, Bob Levin,
Paula Cayley, Bill O'Donnell, and Tom
Reynolds. He invited five new members to
allow their names to stand for nomination:
Benoit Quenneville, Margie Altmix, Helene
Belanger, Aroon Shah, and Gary Delaney-with
the feather in his cap of now having energetic
new Board members who bring vital new
information to the Board.

The Executive sadly lost its Second Vice
President in Tom Reynold's departure due to
work pressures, and is delighted to welcome
Bobbe Wood to fill that position until the end of
this year.

The EASNA Board always has room for those
of you who want to participate. The initial step
is normally to choose to work on one of the
functional committees, and then to be
nominated to the Board. If you would like to
become an active committee member or would
like to nominate a member to this position, drop
me an e-mail or give me a call. EASNA belongs
to you .... so come and join the fun of
interacting with your colleagues!

Marilyn Hayman

EASNA Accreditation
The Highest Honour in EAP

In this workshop Barbara Marsden, EASNA
accreditation Chair and president-elect, invited
EAPs to apply for accreditation. Barbara
explained the accreditation process, and
provided brochures, handouts and answers to
many questions about it. The basis of the
process is the EASNA standards. Accreditation
means an EAP subscribes to and practices
according to these standards. It means there is
a "level of performance, integrity and quality"
which justifies public and professional
confidence. The accreditation process is nearly
ten years old and the standards have been
revised once. The roles of the mentor as a guide
and the site visitors as verifiers were explained.
In this session, participants were invited to
review standards available at the Institute, and
order them to begin the process.

Dianne S. Carroll
Health Alliance Employee Assistance

DID YOU KNOW

HIAA SURVEY 1996: Group Disability Claims.
Mental and nervous conditions comprised
slightly more than 8 percent of claim dollars
under group long-term disability coverage
containing limits on the duration of benefits.
"The survey underscores that mental nervous
conditions account for a significant and
growing share of group long-term disability
claims" Chip Kahn. More than three out of five,
under plans with benefit duration limits, were
due either to depression or anxiety, compared
to substance abuse conditions. Forgroup long-
term disability policies without benefit
durations, 97 percent were for psychiatric
conditions and 3 percent were for substance
abuse.
(Health Insurance Association of America
(202) 824-1787 Apr 26/99)

INFANT CARE DECISIONS AND
ATTACHMENT SECURITY: MCKIM,
CRAMER, STUART, O'CONNOR
Infants were visited in their homes three weeks
before starting full-time out-of-home care and
were followed for six months (or its equivalent
for parent-care families). Employed mothers
who preferred to stay home were more
depressed, and their children were more likely
to experience unstable care than those who
were working and wanted to work. Early entry
was related to higher household income, less
maternal depression and use of family home
care as opposed to center care. Age of entry,
and type, stability, or quality of care were not
related to attachment security but children with
less sensitive mothers using extensive out-0f-
home care were least secure. Difficult
temperament infants were more likely to
experience insecure mother-infant
relationships, butextensiveuseofout-of-home
care buffered this effect.
(Cdn Journal of Behavioral Science April 1999)
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An EASNA Challenge

Teen violence in Colorado, USA and Alberta,
Canada. What power tlo we have in leading our
networks to a kinder and less violent world? If
every EAP focused on this issue, could we
rescue one troubled family member? Send your
EAP's story for the next printing of
the Source. Read on .... .

The following Press release was issued by the
Ontario Psychological Association on 4130199

The tragic killings in Littleton, Colorado, and
again in Taber, Alberta deeply underscore the
need for more awareness and understanding of
youth violence. One in 12 high school students
is threatened or injured with a weapon each
year. Individuals between the ages of 12 and
24 now face the highest risk of being a victim of
violence.

To help youth and parents proactively address
the problem of violence, the Ontario
Psychological Association will be providing a
"Warning Signs" guide produced to help young
people recognize when a classmate or friend
might be a potential danger to themselves or
others. In distributing this guide, the Ontario
Psychological Association has teamed with its
colleagues in the United States, through the
American Psychological Association, the
co-producer of the guide together with MTV.
The OPA is also prepared to make available a
video, which together with the guide can be
used in school forums, and can be made
available for other community forums for
discussions on youth violence. For more
information, contact Dr. Ruth Berman

Ontario Psychological Association
Tel: (416) 961-5552
E-Mail: opa ,psych.on.ca

Mark your calendars for next year's Institute
2000. You don't want to miss Vancouver!

Insti#ute 2000

Check your schedule for the end of April 2000!
Our 12"' Annual Institute will be held in the
city of Vancouver, British Columbia! One of
the most beautiful cities in the world,
Vancouver's dreamland setting is a tourists
delight - an added attraction for Institute 2000
attendees. Plan same time in the Rocky
Mountains and drive up to Whistler. Take time
to tour Stanley Pa~C, perhaps aside-trip to
Vancouver Island or a short drive up the
Sunshine Coast. Make this Institute one to
remember!!

iic Ba~anc

And a great time was had
by all. One of the benefits

of attending the Institute besides, of course,
al! those training credits, was the
socializing. Some of the more famous
Institute schmoozers were captured on hidden
cameras - bui only those pictures that Big
Brother' deemed proper were allowed to be
published.

Below you will note the ringleader, Mr
EASNA Eddie Haaz, trying to get Jacquie
Herman, Keith Harding, and our own
Institute Chair Kelly Dickenson in trouble
during the shipboard dance. (Note the
diabolic gleam in his eye!!).

Then, ~~f course there were the more ̀ cnuth'
representatives of EA.SNA, like Bobbe Wood,
and lan Pike, plus the heavy drinkers shown
below (coffee, that is!!).

Charlie Williams, Gary Nightingale and Don
Oberg are clearly solving all the prohlems ~f
FASNA, and no doubt the world!


